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The Doctrine Of Christian Life A Theology Lordship John M Frame
This comprehensive survey is the ideal introduction to the thinkers and writers who have shaped Christian history and
Western Culture - as well as to the major works and movements they generated. From the first century to the 20th, from
Palestine via Europe to Asia and Africa, the book covers over 125 people, documents and councils. Each thinker is
introduced with a brief summary, and key quotations are included from their work. This completely revised edition has
been expanded to include introductions to more recent theologians such as John Hick, George Lindbeck and John
Milbank.
A Grammar of Christian Faith is a two-volume set that aims to confront the widespread disarray in the language and
practices of Christian faith today. As a 'grammar,' it explains how Christian faith provides special ways of speaking and
acting that make sense of human life by giving it meaning, practicality, and hope. It advances the thesis that learning how
to speak Christian language in worship and life is crucial to learning how to be a Christian. Rather than supposing that
Christian language and theology need continual updating in order to be relevant to the world, Jones urges the church to
recover anew how Christian concepts and understanding are intended to form Christian life in all its rich depths.
Construing theology as confessional theology in the context of the church, Jones understands the church as that
liberative and redemptive community called into being by the Gospel of Jesus Christ to witness in word and deed the
triune God for the benefit of the world. The full range of doctrinal themes that are deemed essential to the witness of the
church are explored, including clear explanations of why they are essential and how they are to be understood. In pursuit
of a truthful and beneficial witness of the church, the work centers on a trinitarian understanding of God, in which God
freely and lovingly interacts with the world as Creator, Reconciler, and Redeemer. The work throughout affirms the belief
that the gracious triune God is the Ultimate Companion who will redeem all creation.
Readers familiar with Frame's analysis of historic doctrines and current questions will welcome this long-awaited second
installment in the Theology of Lordship series. Here he examines the attributes, acts, and names of God in connection
with a full spectrum of relevant theological, ethical, and spiritual issues.
'The Word of God' is a multi-faceted concept. God speaks but Word is one of Jesus's names. God's personal
communications take other forms, through prophets, apostles, and the written Word. Frame investigates them all. --from
publisher description
In this thorough investigation of Calvinist doctrine, John Leith defines the Reformer's teaching on Christian life in the
context of his theology. He begins with a discussion of what it means to say that the purpose of Christian life is the glory
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of God. He then discusses Christian life in relation to four aspects of Calvinist thought: justification by faith alone;
providence and predestination; history and the transhistorical; church and society.Leith's concluding statement
summarizes the importance of this book. "Calvin's doctrine of the Christian life represents a magnificent effort to give
expression to what it means to have to do with the living God every moment of one's life. No interpretation of the sola
gloria Dei ["only God's glory"] has been more vivid and dynamic than Calvin's. For this reason he speaks to the needs of
this generation, which, at least until recently, has been more frequently concerned about the glory of humankind than that
of God and which has fallen victim to many false gods and vicious ideologies. Yet if Calvinism is to render its full service
to our day, it must be interpreted in the context of the shared faith of the total Christian community. On the basis of
Calvin's own principles, no human statement of Christian faith can ever be final and must be continually reformed by the
Christian community's apprehension of the word of God as revealed in Jesus Christ."
It is impossible to love God and at the same time be dispassionate about the study of God. Deep devotion to Jesus and
an all-consuming desire to see his glory fill the earth should fuel the passion of anyone who ventures to write about God
and help illuminate other people’s understanding of God and his ways. Few themes call for as much of a blending of
mind and heart as that of the Holy Spirit. The global spread of Pentecostal Christianity, often in context of urban poverty,
has attracted much attention. The movement highlights a hunger for the experience of God in our world and provides
millions of poor believers with hope for social transformation. Yet spiritual experience needs a fully biblical understanding
of the Holy Spirit with which its claims can be properly assessed. Ivan Satyavrata provides an introduction to the Bible’s
teaching on vital issues and questions, many of which have been, and continue to be, a source of confusion and
controversy amongst Christians. Combining scholarly enquiry with accessibility, his deep theological reflections and
passion for unity will contribute to constructive dialogue and appeal to a wide readership.
John L. Dagg's guide to theology offers superb spiritual insight from the viewpoint of a senior preacher and theologian of
the American Baptist movement. As Dagg's masterwork, the Manual of Theology is an honest and practical guide to the
many aspects and qualities of Bible theology. Perhaps significantly, Dagg opens his great work with a chapter on
inspiration - the fact that God inspired and communicated the Bible, and why all Christians should acknowledge this truth
if they are to understand His guidance in their lives. Dagg also discusses the individual Christian life and soul. The
penalty of losing one's soul, if indeed one sins to such an extent as to be distant from the Lord, is confirmed to be the
worst any person may suffer. However, Dagg continues on a more hopeful note: one's soul can be redeemed and saved,
although the numbers of souls to have gained such redemption is only small.
The lives of Christian churches are shaped by doctrinal theology. That is, they are shaped by practices in which ideas about God and God's
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ways with the world are developed, discussed and deployed. This book explores those practices, and asks why they matter for communities
seeking to follow Jesus. Taking the example of the Church of England, this book highlights the embodied, affective and located reality of all
doctrinal practices – and the biases and exclusions that mar them. It argues that doctrinal theology can in principle help the church know God
better, even though doctrinal theologians do not know God better than their fellow believers. It claims that it can help the church to hear in
Scripture challenges to its life, including to its doctrinal theology. It suggests that doctrinal disagreement is inevitable, but that a better quality
of doctrinal disagreement is possible. And, finally, it argues that, by encouraging attention to voices that have previously been ignored,
doctrinal theology can foster the ongoing discovery of God's surprising work.
This comprehensive theology of the Holy Spirit examines and explains the role of the third member of the Trinity.
Basing this work on his own full-scale Systematic Theology, Berkhof summarizes the body of church doctrine, beginning with the doctrines of
Scripture and God and proceeding through statements on anthropology, Christology, soteriology, and more.
1. Belief in God- I believe in God the Father Almighty; Arguments for the Existence of God; Revelation and Inspiration: Maker of Heaven and
Earth 2. The Jesus of History- Historical Religion; Jesus Christ, His Only Son, Our Lord: the Incarnation; Conceived by the Holy Ghost, Born
of the Virgin Mary 3. The Word of the Cross- The Suffering Christ; the Mystery of Evil; Suffered under Pontius Pilate; Theologies of the
Atonement; Dead and Buried, He Descended into Hell 4. The Power and the Wisdom- He Rose Again; the Doctrine of the Resurrection; the
Resurrection as Fact and as Symbol; the Evidence for the Resurrection; He Ascended into Heaven 5. The Spirit of the Lord- The Holy Ghost;
the Holy Spirit in the Old Testament: the Pentecost Experience; Aspects of the Doctrine of the Holy Spirit: the Work of the Holy Spirit:
Summary: the Christian Doctrine of God, the Holy Trinity 6. The People of God- The Church: a Divine Plan: the Church of the Old Covenant;
the Church of the New Israel; the Doctrine of the Ministry 7. The Means of Grace- Grace and the Means of Grace; Worship; the Sacramental
Principle; Holy Baptism; the Holy Communion, or Eucharist 8. The Written Word- The Witness to the Christ-Centered Faith; the Inspiration of
the Bible; the Canon of Scripture; the Old Testament Scripture; the New Testament Scripture 9. The Double Cure- Personal Religion; the
Doctrine of Grace; the Life of Grace 10. The Hope of Glory- The Christian Hope; Hebrew and Greek Symbolism; the Second Advent; the
Millennial Kingdom; Human Destiny
The Jefferson Bible, or The Life and Morals of Jesus of Nazareth as it is formally titled, was a book constructed by Thomas Jefferson in the
latter years of his life by cutting and pasting numerous sections from various Bibles as extractions of the doctrine of Jesus. Jefferson's
composition excluded sections of the New Testament containing supernatural aspects as well as perceived misinterpretations he believed
had been added by the Four Evangelists. In 1895, the Smithsonian Institution under the leadership of librarian Cyrus Adler purchased the
original Jefferson Bible from Jefferson's great-granddaughter Carolina Randolph for $400. A conservation effort commencing in 2009, in
partnership with the museum's Political History department, allowed for a public unveiling in an exhibit open from November 11, 2011,
through May 28, 2012, at the National Museum of American History.
Books on the Christian life abound. Some focus on spirituality, others on practices, and others still on doctrines such as justification or
forgiveness. Few offer an account of the Christian life that portrays redeemed Christian existence within the multifaceted and beautiful whole
of the Christian confession. This book attempts to fill that gap. It provides a constructive, specifically theological interpretation of the Christian
life according to the nature of God's grace. This means coordinating the Triune God, his reconciling, justifying, redemptive, restorative, and
otherwise transformative action with those practices of the Christian life emerging from it. The doctrine of the Christian life developed here
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unifies doctrine and life, confession and practice within the divine economy of grace. Drawing together some of the most important
theologians in the church today, Sanctified by Grace achieves what no other theological text offers – a shared work of dogmatic theology
oriented to redeemed Christian existence.
The Doctrine of the Christian LifeP & R Publishing
This book analyzes the impact of pluralism and inclusivism upon ecclesiology.
John Owen is widely hailed as one of the greatest theologians of all time. His many works—especially those encouraging Christians in their
struggle against sin—continue to speak powerfully to readers today, offering much-needed spiritual guidance for following Christ and resisting
temptation day in and day out. Starting with an overview of Owen’s life, ministry, and historical context, Michael Haykin and Matthew Barrett
introduce readers to the pillars of Owen’s spiritual life. From exploring his understanding of believers’ fellowship with the triune God to
highlighting his teaching on justification, this study invites us to learn about the Christian life from the greatest of the English Puritans. Part of
the Theologians on the Christian Life series.
A Concise Summary of Biblical Truth by John MacArthur Doctrine not only equips you with more knowledge about God, it also shapes your
affections toward him and directs your actions for him—but it can be difficult to know where to begin. This concise handbook, developed from
John MacArthur’s larger work Biblical Doctrine, is an entry point for studying theological topics such as the Bible, the Holy Spirit, the church,
and more. As MacArthur walks through the essentials of the Christian faith doctrine by doctrine, he’ll not only encourage your heart and
mind, but also empower you to proclaim the faith that was “once for all delivered to the saints” (Jude 3).
Simon Chan surveys the little-explored landscape where systematic theology and godly praxis meet, and he highlights the connections
between Christian doctrine and Christian living.
Studying doctrine for the Christian often feels like watching a construction crew build a foundation. There seems to be a great amount of
activity, but the results don't appear visible. Just like the foundation is essential for the stability of a building, studying theology is crucial to the
long-term stability of the believer.The goal of this study is to provide you with the basics of biblical doctrine to make sure your foundation is
sound. At times this will feel like the difficult work of laying an unseen foundation for a building. At other times, however, it will feel like we are
soaring to great heights as we explore the breadth and length and height and depth of our faith. During the course of this study, we will
consider the questions: Why study theology? Who is God? Who am I? What is the church? Where do I go when I die? Why do other people
believe differently?
This clear and concise text helps readers grasp the doctrines of the Christian faith considered basic from the earliest days of Christianity.
Ronald Heine, an internationally known expert on early Christian theology, developed this book from a course he teaches that has been
refined through many years of classroom experience. Heine primarily uses the classical Christian doctrines of the Nicene Creed to guide
students into the essentials of the faith. This broadly ecumenical work will interest students of church history or theology as well as adult
Christian education classes in church settings. Sidebars identify major personalities and concepts, and each chapter concludes with
discussion questions and suggestions for further reading.
The SCM Core Text: Christian Doctrine offers an up-to-date, accessible introduction to one of the core subjects of theology. Written for
second and third-year university students, it shows that Christian Doctrine is not a series of impossible claims to be clung to with blind faith.
Mike Higton argues that it is, rather, a set of claims that emerge in the midst of Christian life, as Christian communities try to make enough
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sense of their lives and of their world to allow them to carry on. Christian communities have made sense of their own life, and the life of the
wider world in which they are set, as life created by God to share in God's own life. They have seen themselves and their world as laid hold of
God's life in Jesus of Nazareth, and as having the Spirit of God's own life actively at work within them. This book explores these and other
central Christian doctrines, and in each case, shows how the doctrine makes sense, and how it is woven into Christian life. It will help readers
to see what sense it might make to say the things that Christian doctrine says, and how that doctrine might affect the way that one looks at
everything: the natural world, gossip, culture, speaking in tongues, politics, dieting, human freedom, love, High Noon, justice, computers,
racism, the novels of Jane Austin, parenthood, death and fashion.
This updated second edition of the Catechism of the Catholic Church incorporates all the final modifications made in the complete, official
Latin text, accompanied by line-by-line explanations of orthodox Catholicism, summaries of each section, a detailed index, extensive crossreferences, and helpful footnotes.
Long-Awaited Systematic Theology by Well-Known Pastor, Author, and President of the Master's Seminary Doctrine isn’t just for
theologians—it’s important for every Christian because it shows us who God is and how we should live. Systematizing the robust theology
that has undergirded John MacArthur’s well-known preaching ministry for decades, this overview of basic Christian doctrine covers topics
such as God the Father, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, the Bible, salvation, and more. Comprehensive in scope yet written to be accessible to
the average reader—with non-technical vocabulary, minimal footnotes, and a helpful bibliography—this volume offers Christians a solid
foundation for what they believe and why.
The doctrine of imputation is the ground in which salvation is rooted. It is often seen as superfluous or splitting hairs, and yet, without it,
redemption automatically becomes reliant on our own works and assurance of salvation is suddenly not so sure. J. V. Fesko works through
this doctrine looking at its long history in the church, its exegetical foundation, and its dogmatic formulation. In exploring imputed guilt from the
First Adam alongside the imputed righteousness from the Second, this volume offers a helpfully well-rounded explanation of the doctrine.
Leading evangelical scholar Millard Erickson offers a new edition of his bestselling doctrine text (over 100,000 copies sold), now thoroughly
revised throughout. This book is an abridged, less technical version of Erickson's classic Christian Theology. Pastors and students alike will
find this survey of Christian theology and doctrine to be biblical, contemporary, moderate, and fair to various positions. It is a practical and
accessible resource that applies doctrine to Christian life and ministry. This book is supplemented with helpful web materials for students and
professors through Baker Academic's Textbook eSources.
Good Christian doctrine is not simply getting the facts right: it is something transformative, brought to life in obedience to Christ. In his letter to
Titus, the Apostle Paul implores the reader to take truth seriously and to ensure that the good news of gospel is being passed on in its full
force. Solid Christian doctrine and a passion for godly Christian life are twin themes weave their way throughout this short epistle. In Living
Doctrine, Danny Akin unpacks this powerful message and shows how these themes are still vital for Christians today. Accessibly written but
informed by deep scholarship, this book will benefit readers from all walks of life. Like the biblical book it covers, Living Doctrine is concise,
gospel-centered, and immensely practical.
This introductory theology text explains key concepts in Christian doctrine and shows that doctrine is integrally linked to the practical realities
of Christian life. In order to grow into more faithful practitioners of Christianity, we need to engage in the practice of learning doctrine and
understanding how it shapes faithful lives. Beth Felker Jones helps students articulate basic Christian doctrines, think theologically so they
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can act Christianly in a diverse world, and connect Christian thought to their everyday life of faith. This book, written from a solidly evangelical
yet ecumenically aware perspective, models a way of doing theology that is generous and charitable. It attends to history and contemporary
debates and features voices from the global church. Sidebars made up of illustrative quotations, key Scripture passages, classic hymn texts,
and devotional poetry punctuate the chapters.
Subjects in dogmatics are made simpler for the average reader under one of six headings, each of which stands for one of the traditional loci
of dogmatics. There are more than 235 separate articles, each about a page and a half long. They are brief but comprehensive. Especially
good for introducing newcomers to the Reformed faith. Index supplied to key words in all article titles. Comprehensive Table of Contents also
supplied. Quick way to learn a great deal of subject matter.

The third volume of Frame's Theology of Lordship series, this book focuses on biblical ethics. In an age of ethical relativism and
suspicion of authority, how can we know what is good, virtuous, or just? Frame surveys non-Christian ethical traditions before
setting forth a solidly Christian ethical method. By clarifying biblical norms, life situations, and personal dimensions, he presents a
model for decision making that honors God in all aspects of life. Discussions range from natural law and conflict of duties to
detailed explorations of the Ten Commandments in connection with questions surrounding worship, the Sabbath, church and
state, respect for life and truth, sexuality, and the relation of Christ to culture.
Shaping a Christian Worldview presents a collection of essays that address the key issues facing the future of Christian higher
education. With contributions from key players in the field, this book addresses the critical issues for Christian institutions of
various traditions as the new century begins to leave its indelible mark on education.
Life and Doctrine is about bridging the gap between the lives we lead and the God we need. Perhaps you're checking out
Christianity -this book is designed to help you take a clear look at the Christian story, and invite you to believe it. Maybe you've
followed Christ for a long time - then this book will help you narrow the gap that exists between what you believe with your head
and do with you life. Come discover the truth and grace of the Christian story. Come discover Life and Doctrine.
A comprehensive and accessible resource that helps believers clarify and articulate their beliefs and provides seekers with a solid
introduction to Christianity's central doctrines. Now in paperback.
What is Christian doctrine? The fourteen specially commissioned essays in this book serve to give an answer to many aspects of
that question. Written by leading theologians from America and Britain, the essays place doctrine in its setting - what it has been
historically, and how it relates to other forms of culture - and outline central features of its content. They attempt to answer
questions such as 'what has, and does, Christian doctrine teach about God, the creation, the human condition and human
behaviour?' and 'what is the part played in Christian doctrine by the Trinity, Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit?' New readers will find
this an accessible and stimulating introduction to the main themes of Christian doctrine, while advanced students will find a useful
summary of recent developments which demonstrates the variety, coherence and intellectual vitality of contemporary Christian
thought.
The Normal Christian Life (now available as this new mass-market-size edition) is Watchman Nees great Christian classic
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unfolding the central theme of Christ our Life. Starting from key passages in Romans, Nee reveals the secret of spiritual vitality
that should be the normal experience of every Christian. His emphasis on the cross and resurrection of Jesus Christ contains fresh
insights that have proven a blessing to many.
In his study of a wide range of Calvin's works, Dr. Wallace has found that all Calvin's decisions on widely differing aspects of the
Christian life can be understood and seen in their unity as they arise from his doctrine of the person and work of Christ as
involving, once-for-all, the sanctification and destiny of the Church. In this context the book shows that humanity lives the Christian
life as they seek to fulfill their calling to royal priesthood in Christ in union with his death and resurrection.
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